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CHORDS USED IN THIS SONG  
        G             C               D             Em 

 
One Two Three uh 
 
[G] My baby dont [C] mess around 
Because she loves me so 
And this [D] I know for [Em] sure 
[G] But does she [C] really wanna 
But cant stand to see me 
Walk out [D] the [Em] door 
[G] Dont try to fight [C] the feeling 
Cause the thought alone 
Is killing [D] me right [Em] now 
[G] I thank god for [C] mom and dad 
For sticking two together 
Cause we [D] dont know [Em] hoooooowwww... 
Uh  
 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
 
 
[G] You think you got it, Oh [C] you think you got it 
But got it just dont get it 
[D] Till theres noth[Em]ing at AaaaaaAAAAAAaaaaaAAAAaaaaallll 
[G] We get together,[C] Oh we get together 
But separates always better 
[D] When theres feel[Em]ings invoooooOOOOOooooooOOOOOoooooOOOOlved 
[G] If what they say is [C] Nothing is forever 
Then what makes, then what makes,  
[D] then what makes,[Em] then what makes, then what makes love exception 
[G]  So why you why you [C] why you why you why you 
Why you are so in denial 
[D] When we know were [Em] not happy here... 
 



 
 

[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
 
[G] [C] 
[D] [Em] 
[G] Shake it Shake shake it, [C] Shake it shake shake it 
Shake it shake shake it  
[D] Shake it like a [Em] Polaroid picture  
[G] Shake it Shake shake it, [C] Shake it shake shake it 
Shake it shake shake it  
[D] Shake it like a [Em] Polaroid picture 
 
 
 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa... 
[G] Heeeey [C]yaaaaa... 
[D] Hey [Em]yaaaaa...   


